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With this volume of Discrete Mathematics, a Research Problem Section IS being 
established. Problems in this se.ction are intended to be research level prc.,blems 
rather than starsdard exercises. People wishing to submit such problems should 
send them (in duplicate) tz 
Professor Brian Alspach. 
Department of MathematiG. 
Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5A lS6, 
Canada. 
The following should be. included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as a 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of the information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along to readers from time to time in order to keep ther 7 appraised 
of the currelrlt status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on te:,*hnical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
. Posed 
Correspondent: 
by Carsten Thomassen. 
Carsteri Thomassen, 
Matematisk Institut, 
A;nrhus Universitet, 
Aal bus, Denmark. 
A tournament is said to be ~rz -co e deletion of any n vertices leaves 
a strongly connected subtournament. oes there exist an f(k) such that any 
f( k)-connected tts 
212 Research problems 
. Posed by S.A. Vanstone. 
Correspondent: S.A. Vanstone, 
Department of Combinatorics and 
‘University of Waterloq 
Waterloo, Qntario N2L Xl, 
Canada. 
A perrpendictrlar array of order H and depth s, denoted ‘t A(n, s), is an s by ($) 
array X z= [x,;] with entries from a set R/I of n elements such that for any 
(n’. k)cr(l,2,. . . , s) and for each unordered pair (a, b)c: M there is a unique 
i E (I,?!,... . (z)) with (xi,, xki } = {a, 6). That is, Jny 2 x (;,I subarray ot’ X contains 
all (;) unordered pairs of the set M exactly once. It is easily set:n that for 
0 > l,.F=n. When n is a prime power, a I;A(n, n) exists. Is it tme that the 
existence of a PA(rz, 11) implies the ey’ !stcxe ot a finitfe projective plane of order 
11 ‘.’ 
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